Personal Security, Gets More Personal

The increase in street violence, kidnapping, robberies, rape, and assaults, has become quite an epidemic for the citizens of America. In short, the overall law and order situation is quite unnerving. Guardian Angel Corp is set to launch a disruptive mobile app that will not only offer safety in times of distress, but will change the way citizens react to situations.

GIG HARBOR, Wash. (PRWEB) May 09, 2019 -- The United States of America has been experiencing considerable violence as compared to the other affluent countries of the world. Murder rates are way higher in the states when compared to the countries in Europe, Canada, and Japan.

We at Guardian Angel believe that a ‘disruption’ is needed to tackle this menace of violent crimes. As we live in a technologically advanced time, with everyone having access to smart-devices, we at Guardian Angel are bringing something that will undoubtedly change the overall dynamics of security and safety in the United States.

This ground-breaking mobile app will enable every day vulnerable citizens from kids, students, and family members to have complete protection along with the ability to defend themselves. Among other features of this application, users get the ability to reach law enforcement with a single tap of a button, without having to point out their specific location. Also, this application comes with the ability to notify friends, family, and loved ones when someone is in an uncanny or problematic situation.

The Guardian Angel App will undoubtedly be a ‘disruption’ in the security and safety dynamics of the US. It will enable the citizens to collect and secure evidence of all kinds in case of an emergency or a dismaying situation that can be shared with law enforcement and police while protecting the ones they love and themselves.
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